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ABSTRACT
With about 230 million packages delivered per day in 2020, fetching
packages has become a routine for many city dwellers in China.
When fetching packages, people usually need to go to collection
sites of their apartment complexes or a KuaiDiGui, an increasingly
popular type of self-service package pickup machine. However,
little is known whether such processes are accessible to blind and
low vision (BLV) city dwellers. We interviewed BLV people (N=20)
living in a large metropolitan area in China to understand their
practices and challenges of fetching packages. Our findings show
that participants encountered difficulties in finding the collection
site and localizing and recognizing their packages. When fetching
packages from KuaiDiGuis, they had difficulty in identifying the
correct KuaiDiGui, interacting with its touch screen, navigating the
complex on-screen workflow, and opening the target compartment.
We discuss design considerations to make the package fetching
process more accessible to the BLV community.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in acces-
sibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
More than 2.2 billion people around the world have different levels
of vision impairment including around 40 million blind people
[35]. China has more than 17 million blind and visually impaired
(BLV) people including 5 million blind people [11]. In the meantime,
around 782 million people performed online shopping on domestic
e-commerce platforms in China and more 230 million packages
were delivered from these platforms to customers in 2020 alone[1].
This suggests that about one-third of Chinese people had experience
fetching packages every day in 2020 [33]. As an indispensable and
important part of the society, BLV people in China are expected to
perform online shopping and package fetching in their daily lives.

For the “Last Mile Delivery”, delivery services in Europe or Amer-
ica areas usually send packages to the recipient’s house/apartment
door directly, which result in relatively less confusion; however,
in China, many city dwellers live in a residential apartment com-
plex [6, 31, 32], which is the most common living environment
for BLV people [6]. Delivery services usually send the packages of
the residents in many apartment buildings to a collective site first
then notify the recipients to fetch their packages by themselves.
Consequently, fetching a package is a highly visually-demanding
task because people need to search through piles of packages, read,
and discern the printed labels on packages. Thus, this process can
be particularly challenging for BLV people. However, it remains
unknown whether and to what extent package fetching process is
accessible to BLV people and the challenges they are facing.

What’s more, in recent years, self-pickup delivery methods such
as self-service package pickup machine, have been widely adopted by
many cities in China. Such pickup machines, known as KuaiDiGui,
often have a touchscreen and require inputting a passcode to open
a compartment of the machine, which typically contains a large
grid of compartments (see Figure 1). However, little is known about
whether and to what extent such self-service package pickup machine
is accessible to BLV people and the challenges they may face.
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Motivated by this need, we sought to answer the following re-
search questions (RQs):

• RQ1: What are the current practices and challenges of fetch-
ing delivery package for BLV people?

• RQ2: What are the design considerations for improving the
accessibility of package fetching for BLV people?

To answer the RQs, we conducted a semi-structured interview
study with 20 BLV participants to understand their practices and
challenges of fetching packages. Our findings show that partici-
pants tended to use their limbs or white canes to poke and explore
a package collection site to locate packages; however, this approach
did not work well for localizing small-size packages. To recognize
the identity of a package, participants relied on either their residual
vision or tactile feedback of the package’s surface to first locate
the printed label area and then use their phone’s Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) function or take a picture and zoom in on the pic-
ture to recognize the content on the label. Participants experienced
difficulties in all of these steps. Similarly, participants encountered
many challenges with KuaiDiGui (i.e., the self-service package
pickup machine), in particular, locating the right KuaiDiGui from
similar KuaiDiGuis in the vicinity, manipulating the touchscreen to
open the target compartment, and locating the open compartment.
Furthermore, we uncovered issues with seeking help, including
deciding when and whom to seek help from and self-impression
management. Finally, based on our findings, we present design con-
siderations to make the package fetching process more accessible
to BLV people. To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore
BLV people’s practices and challenges of fetching packages in light
of the increasingly popular online shopping and package delivery
services. In summation, we make the following contributions:

• We show the practices and challenges of how BLV people
fetch packages, in light of increasingly pervasive online shop-
ping, from package collection sites and self-service package
pickupmachines, two common approaches to receiving pack-
ages for online shopping;

• We present implications of the findings and offer design con-
siderations to improve the accessibility of package fetching
process for BLV people.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Delivery Methods in China
Different from North America or European countries, China is a
crowded country with 1.43 billion people [31, 32] and has a large
number of high density residential communities with lots of apart-
ment complexes, which is also the most common living environ-
ment for BLV people in China [6, 31]. To better serve the customers
living in crowded communities, the CEP companies introduced
various delivery methods, including door-to-door delivery, pack-
age pickup site, and most recently the self-service package pickup
machine.

2.1.1 Door-to-door Delivery. The delivery workers send the pack-
ages to the customer’s house door directly. One situation is when
the recipient has physical contact with the delivery worker where
face-to-face communication (e.g., check the packages) might occur
during the delivery process. The second situation is there is no

physical contact during the delivery. The delivery worker leaves
the packages at a certain location outside the door, which happens
a lot during the COVID-19 pandemic. For the second situation,
BLV people often need to localize and recognize the packages by
themselves.

2.1.2 Collective Pickup Site. The delivery workers send the pack-
ages for residents from surrounding areas to a fixed collective site
(e.g., stores, community offices, and package stations). The recipi-
ents could come to the collective sites for pickup by communicating
with the on-site staff. In 2020, there were 114,000 pick-up sites in
China [33].

Figure 1: FengChao KuaiDiGui outside the apartment build-
ings

2.1.3 KuaiDiGui. This refers to the self-service package pickup
machine for storing and picking up packages, which is similar to the
Amazon lockers in USA. As seen in Figure 1, the KuaiDiGui usually
appears as a large iron cabinet with many compartments for storing
packages. A standard Fengchao KuaiDiGui has 84 compartments
and a touchscreen for delivery workers and other users to operate
the system [10]. In 2020, more than 400,000 sets of KuaiDiGui were
deployed throughout China [33].

After the delivery workers put packages into the compartments,
the KuaiDiGui system will automatically send a notification mes-
sage including pickup code, KuaiDiGui’s location and other in-
formation to the recipients. After recipients find the KuaiDiGui’s
location, they need to operate the touchscreen for pickup. Take
Fengchao KuaiDiGui as an example, as seen in Figure 2, the user
needs to first click on the initial advertisement page and then the
system will jump to the service selection page; by clicking the "Take
Express" button, the system will provide two pickup methods, users
can either use their smart phones to scan the QR code or enter an 8
digit pickup code on the numeric keyboard. After these operations,
the system will check whether there is a package for the user. If
there is, a compartment door will open accordingly and the user
can take the package out from it. Currently, only a few KuaiDiguis
have voice feedback when clicking on the touchscreen elements,
and no KuaiDigui has a screen reader feature.
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Figure 2: Task flow of Fengchao KuaiDiGui touchscreen

2.1.4 Outdoor Package Pile. This refers to putting packages in piles
or on a shelf in a certain place without delivery workers on-site
andthe recipients need to go through all the packages one by one
themselves. During the COVID-19 pandemic, some communities
in China prohibited delivery workers from entering communities
for delivery, resulting in many packages being piled outside of the
residence buildings.

2.2 Accessibility Research for BLV Population
To our knowledge, there is no previous research investigating
the package fetching process for the BLV population. However,
many previous studies have focused on how to improve the ac-
cessibility level of various activities for BLV population, including
indoor/outdoor navigation, usage of mobile devices, object identi-
fication, and etc., which were related to each step of the package
fetching process.

2.2.1 Navigation in the City/Building. Previous research has pro-
posed multiple approaches such as sensor models, augmented real-
ity, and information label systems to improve travel accessibility
for the BLV population [12, 20, 21, 49, 50]. Zhao et al. explored aug-
mented reality (AR) technologies on projection platforms, smart
glasses, and head mounted display devices to enhance real-world
vision through projection and image processing to help low vision
people better navigate an indoor environment [49, 50]. In terms
of city navigation, some previous research worked on how BLV
people feel about the accessibility of public transportation which
included bus taking, train travelling, and ride-hailing[3, 5, 7, 23].

To fetch packages at collective package sites, BLV people need
to leave their houses, set routes, travel through the community, and
identify if they have reached the right destination. Our research
investigates the process of how BLV people navigate outside their
residence to collective package sites. Specifically, we focus on what
technologies and approaches they use to reach their package des-
tination, the issues they faced while travelling, and how they feel
the process could be improved.

2.2.2 Usage of Touchscreen Devices. BLV people can perform tasks
such as online shopping, tracking logistical information of pack-
ages, and receiving package messages on their mobile devices (e.g.,
mobile phones, computers, smart watches). In order to receive infor-
mation from devices and to perform operations, screen readers play
an important role on mobile phones. Previous researchers have con-
ducted studies to understand the general accessibility and usability

issues of screen readers on mobile phones and how to make visual
content (e.g. texts, images, UI elements and components) more ac-
cessible for screen readers [8, 26, 28, 38, 41, 42, 47]. For touchscreen
accessibility, researchers have investigated how screen size and
key size could affect BLV people’s interaction with touchscreens
[13, 40]. Specifically for kiosks, researchers have investigated the
efficiency of different touchscreen gestures for blind users as well
as utilizing multiple sensory resources for input [4, 43]. Our study
will focus on how BLV people feel and utilize different touchscreen
devices in their package fetching process.

During the package fetching process, sometimes BLV people
need to interact with the interface of KuaiDiGui, which utilizes a
touchscreen, often lacks voice feedback, and has no screen reader
feature. The lack of accessible features is also very common for other
kiosk systems (e.g. ATMs, voting machines, self-service vending
machines). There are currently no unified kiosk accessibility guide-
lines, though, researchers have proposed a set [25] to mimic the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), the golden standard
for Web accessibility. Other researchers have proposed multiple ap-
proaches to improve the accessibility of kiosk interfaces. Bidarra et
al. designed an interactive kiosk prototype with accessible features
(e.g. screen reader, text magnifier, tactile mouse) for low vision and
elderly populations [4, 36]. Guo et al. presented multiple applica-
tions (e.g. Vizlens, StateLens, ApplianceReader) that would send
interface images to a crowd system, label the interfaces via crowd
workers, then describe the interface elements beneath users’ fingers
via mobile phone screen reader [14–16, 18]. Previous kiosk-related
research mainly focused on improving the accessibility of screen
interfaces. However, to fetch packages from KuaiDiGuis, users not
only have to operate the screen interface and enter the pickup code
correctly, but they also need to find the open compartment and
take out their packages, creating additional challenges.

Although previous research has studied the accessibility issues
of touchscreen devices for BLV people, to our knowledge, no study
has focused on the KuaiDiGui system. Since multiple interfaces
(e.g. mobile phones, KuaiDiGuis) are involved during the package
fetching process and the accessibility situation of these interfaces
stays uncertain, our study aims to investigatehow BLV people feel
about the accessibility of these interfaces when fetching a package.

2.2.3 Recognize Objects. Localizing and recognizing the correct
packages are critical steps in the package fetching process. Some
researchers have developed applications using captured pictures or
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videos to achieve object recognition via computer vision and deep
network algorithms [2, 19, 39, 51, 52]. Previous research has worked
on various approaches to identify text-based information (e.g., cur-
rency bills, merchant characters and clothes labels) [34, 37, 46]. A
key pain point for BLV people in using object recognition technol-
ogy is the difficulty with aiming at the right targets and taking high
quality images for recognition. Ahmetovic et al. designed a camera-
aiming guidance system to help blind users adjust camera angles
[2] Zhong et al. introduced an approach by extracting high-quality
photos from continuous camera footage and using a cloud-based
search engine to match the best results to the images [52]. These
approaches allowed BLV people to no longer need to precisely aim
at targets.

In our study, we investigate BLV people’s practices of localiz-
ing and recognizing their packagesalong with the challenges they
encountered when performing these activities. Specifically, we
investigate how image capturing for text on package labels plays a
key role in the package recognition process.

3 METHOD
We conducted an IRB-approved interview study with BLV people
to gather information of their practices and challenges with fetch-
ing delivery packages. We followed local COVID social distancing
regulations when conducting the interviews. All interviews lasted
around 45 - 90 minutes and were audio recorded. The records were
transcribed verbatim for the thematic coding.

3.1 Participants
To deeply investigate the practices and challenges with fetching
deliveries of visually impaired population. All participants were
required to have experiences of fetching deliveries and have cer-
tain level of visual impairments including blind and low vision.
We posted advertisements in local BLV community and volunteer
groups. In the end, we recruited 20 participants with various level
of visual impairment. Table 1 shows their demographic information.
All participants were authorized as being in the visually impaired
population by China Disabled Persons’ Federation. Participants
were between 18 and 46 years old, including 6 females and 14 males.
To be noted, the participants (N=8) who had used KuaiDiGuis in-
dependently all have residual visions. After having the interviews,
every participants received 94 CNY as the compensation.

3.2 Procedure
The interviews followed a semi-structure, and the interviewer asked
follow-up questions based on the participants’ answers to the in-
terview questions in the following four parts. The first part of the
interview questions was about the basic demographic information:
age, gender, occupation, visually impairment level, assist technol-
ogy used to operate the electronic devices. The second part was
about the practices challenges of fetching delivery packages. We
asked questions including how often they fetch packages, what the
common size and weight of the packages are, how they know that
a package arrives, where they fetch the packages, how the partici-
pants find the pickup location, what the steps involved in fetching
the package are, how the participants identify the belonging of
packages, and so on. After asking each practice related question,

the researcher asked participants about what specific challenges the
participants encounter and how they usually address the challenges.
The third part was about their attitudes of fetching packages, includ-
ing what impacts the courier industry have on their daily lives, how
they feel about getting help from others, what the concerns are for
seeking help from others, what the advantages and disadvantages
are of various delivery methods (e.g., door-to-door delivery, col-
lective pickup site, KuaiDigui, package pile), what the participants
care about the most in the process of fetching delivery packages
(e.g., Independence, security, privacy, efficiency), and so on. The
final part is about the expectations of fetching packages, including
questions like what the ideal situation for the fetching packages
process is, and how technology could improve the accessibility level
of package fetching process.

3.3 Analysis Method
All interviews were conducted face to face by the first author in
Mandarin as all our participants were Mandarin native speakers.
The researchers used an iOS mobile phone to audio-record all inter-
views and transcribed the records verbatim into Chinese via Iflyrec
(i.e., a voice transcription platform). After having the transcriptions
translated in English, two researchers followed an open coding ap-
proach [9]. They first independently coded the data and then later
discussed the codes to reach a consensus on their interpretation of
the data and the codes. They then applied affinity diagramming on
the codes using an online tool, Miro, to group the codes into clusters
and derive common themes emerging from the data. During the
process, two researchers consulted both the English translation and
the Chinese transcripts to ensure the accurate interpretation of the
data.

4 FINDINGS
We present our findings on the following key themes: how BVI users
fetch packages, how they interact with KuaiDiGuis, the self-service
package pickup machine, and their identification as a BLV person
while fetching packages. In addition, we will explain how BLV people
seek help from other people within the above themes.

4.1 How Do BLV Users Fetch Packages?
For general package-fetching, there were several key processes
noted by participants. These included finding and going to the pickup
sites, package localization, and recognizing and identifying packages.

4.1.1 Find package pickup sites. Although packages can be deliv-
ered straight to homes or through face-to-face contact, it is more
common for packages to require pickup in China, causing people
to leave their homes and travel to a pickup site. Some examples in-
clude self-service package pickup machine pickup, package station
pickup, community office pickup, and convenience store pickup.
For BLV people, it is challenging to complete this task indepen-
dently. Most participants reported asking other sighted people such
as family members, friends or neighbors to accompany them to the
pickup site (90%, N=18). After memorizing the route, participants
located these sites with the help of environmental sounds and other
unique signals on the route (45%, N=9).
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Table 1: Participants’ demographic information.

ID Age Gender Visual impairment level Color perception Contrast sensitiv-
ity

Congenital visu-
ally impaired

Occupation

1 34 M Totally blind No No Yes Massager
2 24 F Totally blind No Yes Yes Massager
3 30 M Totally blind No No Yes Massager
4 23 F Blind with residual vision Yes No Yes Data annotator
5 31 M Blind with residual vision Yes No Yes Massager
6 34 F Blind with residual vision Yes No Yes Receptionist
7 34 M Blind with residual vision Yes Yes Yes Company staff
8 46 M Totally blind No No Yes Unemployed
9 30 M Low vision Yes Yes Yes Freelance
10 33 F Blind with residual vision Yes Yes Yes Company staff
11 38 F Totally blind No No Yes Part-time worker
12 39 M Blind with residual vision Yes Yes No Volunteer organization

staff
13 18 M Low vision Yes Yes Yes High school student
14 36 M Blind with residual vision Yes Yes No Affiliated staff
15 32 M Blind with residual vision Yes Yes No Affiliated staff
16 35 M Blind with residual,retinitis

pigmentosa vision
Yes Yes Yes Part-time worker

17 35 F Totally blind No Yes Yes Food appreciator
18 29 M Totally blind No No No Freelance
19 37 M Totally blind No No No Volunteer organization

staff
20 32 M Blind with residual vision Yes Yes No Volunteer organization

staff

P2 : “...If I want to find the pickup site, I need go to the
other building. To tell if I arrived, I can listen to the
sound of the escalator next to the target building. If
the escalator is working, it will make a sound, that’s
when I know I am in distance of the destination. If I
want to go to the package station, there is a mahjong
club there. The sound of mahjong club is pretty loud
and I can tell if I am near there...”

However, relying on memory is not always effective. A few
participants reported they might forget how to get to the package
pickup site after not taking the route for a period of time (20%,
N=4) . P3 stated "I might be familiar with the route at the beginning,
but after a period of time, the memory may become a little fuzzy".
Some participants also mentioned asking strangers for directions
to the pickup site when they fail to find them on their own (30%,
N=6). P2 mentioned starting a mobile video call with her family
members and aiming the camera on her path. This helped family
members guide the participant by verbally directing which way
to go and when to stop. P2 reported that though the video call
method allowed her to get instant help, it caused her to pay less
attention to the surrounding environment.

P2 : “...When I am holding the phone and having a
video call, I do not pay attention to any environmental
changes around me, and focus only on the call. Also,
I would hold the phone a little higher for the helper
to gain a broader view and me tell where I am and
whether I reached the destination. But I may not be

able to recognize changes in elevation, and the helper
couldn’t see an elevation and alert me about that...”

P5 reported that he also failed to fetch packages because he took
the wrong route and went to the wrong pickup site.

4.1.2 Package Localization. Participants described some common
scenarios for package localization such as the front desk, outside
the house door, in the building’s corridor, in package piles, and on
package shelves.

Low vision participants and blind participants with residual
vision reported that if there was a package of a certain size outside
their doors, they could localize the package with residual vision
(N=12). "If there was something outside the door, like a carton or a
bag, I can recognize it with my residual vision," said P5 . Figure 3
shows how one participant localizes and recognizes a package. This
workflow was a common approach adopted by other participants
as well. As seen in the first image, P1 chose to explore the package
location with their limbs or white canes. P12 said "If it’s very
close to the shoe cabinet outside the door, I basically think it’s okay
to use hands. But if it’s in a faraway area, I don’t dare to use my
hands directly. I might take a white cane and explore it". A few
participants reported that they tended to be slow and cautious
when localizing packages for safety reasons (20%, N=4). "I definitely
have some concerns when localizing packages by touch. When we
touch, our movements are very slow and light. We can only explore
little by a little," elaborated by P1 .

The package localization process is also affected by the lighting
condition of the environment. "For me, I still mainly use my vision
to localize the packages. But at night, I might have to use a flashlight
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Figure 3: Key steps to localize and recognize a package.

for exploration," said P12 . "To find a package at the door, I need to
turn on the flashlight, because my [residual] vision is better in bright
places, it is not easy to perceive things if the lighting is bad, especially
if the packages are delivered at night," said P14 .

We found that localizing small packages is extremely difficult for
most participants (95%, N=19), as they often miss small packages
when exploring by the above approach of touching and kicking or
utilizing residual vision. "If it is a big box or a carton, it will be easier
to localize. But if it is a small bag packaged with thin materials, I may
not notice it too much, and I may think it is garbage bag or something,"
said P14 . Participants reported that they needed to explore the
environment more, and would usually turn to sighted people to
help find small packages (85%, N=17). To avoid this situation, some
participants would take precautions such as confirming the package
location with the delivery worker in advance (25%, N=5).

P10 : “...I will accurately confirm the location with the
delivery worker and tell him that our house is inside
an iron door, and he can place the packages on the
window on right side, or place it next to or under the
tile on the ground...”

4.1.3 Package Recognition. After localizing the package, the next
step would be package recognition, as shown in Figure 3. This re-
quires BLV people to know the owner of the packages. The recipient
information is often stored on the delivery label of packages, which
is hard for BLV people to read as quickly as sighted people. In the
interview, we found that BLV participants have their own ways
to perform package recognition and also encountered challenges
during the process.

When recognizing packages, some participants mentioned that
they usually know the content of the package, and make a prelimi-
nary judgment before opening it based on the size, material, and
weight of the packaging (45%, N=9).

P13 : “...You need to know what to pick up. For exam-
ple, I’m going to pick up a large bottle of laundry de-
tergent. First of all, I know that the item is very heavy.
It may be packed in a box. After getting those larger
boxes, I will shake it. If there is no liquid sound inside,
[for example] instant noodles which are quite heavy
and packed in boxes which rustle with the sound of
dry food when shaking it, then I can be determine
that it is not my laundry detergent...”

Compared to recognizing a single package, it would be more
challenging when recognizing a single package among a group of

packages via size, sound and weight. "[If]there are a lot of packages
piled up and they are about the same size., you need to find someone
sighted to help you look for it," said P4 .

An important step to recognize whether the package belongs to
them was to recognize the delivery information label outside the
package. The first step was to identify the location of the label. As
seen in the second image of Figure 3, for participants who are totally
blind (N=8), the main identification method reported was through
feeling texture differences via tactile feedback. Participants with
residual vision (N=12) also reported that the color difference be-
tween the packaging (usually Brown) and the label (usually White)
was also an important reference for judgment.

P13 : “...Most packages will have a text area with a
white background which is the delivery label. In most
cases, the recipient, cargo, and logistics information
are in that text area. First, the feel of the cardboard box
is relatively rough and the feel of the delivery label
is a bit smoother. Second, it can also be identified
by my residual vision because the color difference is
obvious between boxes and delivery label. The carton
is usually brown, and the label is usually white and
has black letters on it...”

After confirming the location of delivery label, the next step was
to read the information on it. During the interview, participants
highlighted two main methods to accomplish this independently.
Participants (N=12) with residual vision and text recognition used
smart phones to zoom in on the image taken from their camera.
Then they read the information on the packaging directly by look-
ing close to the enlarged images. As seen in the third image of
Figure 3, totally blind participants (N=8) would take a photo of the
delivery label with their mobile phones, use the Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) feature to recognize text from the photo, then
read the information via screen readers. However, the reading label
process was full of challenges. Participants reported needing to be
precise when aiming the camera at the delivery label when using
OCR, if the camera is not framed correctly on the label or if the
photo taken is blurry, OCR may process incorrectly (30%, N=6).

P1 : “...I have to touch the label with one hand, pick up
the phone with the another hand, keep a certain dis-
tance from the label, align the direction and then take
the picture. Sometimes it may be inaccurate like take
pictures of the wrong parts. If one shot is unsuccessful,
I will have to take multiple shots...”
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Figure 4: Label on different surfaces of the package.

As seen in Figure 4, a small package with a large delivery la-
bel causes the label to span multiple sides of the package. Some
participants reported not being able to take a single photo of the
whole label which may contain valuable information (e.g., name,
address) (45%, N=9). Irrelevant information such as advertisements
and slogans would be captured instead, which would be recognized
by the OCR feature and causes the user to take multiple pictures.

P5 : “...Some cartons have a lot of text on them, and I
have photographed some information that has noth-
ing to do with the recipient. They are just some prod-
uct introduction. In this case, I will find other similar
label areas and take another shot...”

Furthermore, P6 complained that using a screen reader to read
the recognized information was inefficient because of the fixed
reading sequence. "The system would read something captured from
the photo that I don’t want to know. Also, it reads from beginning to
end, and I can’t intercept part of it. If I didn’t understand or miss part
of the content, I have to listen again from the first sentence," said P6 .

Participants with residual vision mentioned that they would take
photos of labels and zoom in to see recipient information. However,
participants had low Chinese literacy rates and most could only
recognize their names. Other texts (e.g., sender’s name, address,
courier company name) on the delivery label impeded the result
in finding their names. "...The characters are still too small, they are
blurred when zoomed in, and I don’t know many Chinese characters
other than my name. And it’s hard to find my name on the delivery
label, because there are some other information on it," said P5 .

Many participants mentioned that the picture recognition pro-
cess was too complicated because it took a lot of time and often
required multiple attempts (65%, N=13). This made users not want
to perform OCR on the packages.

P6 : “...It takes a long time. The recognition function
still has many flaws. Once [I] turned the recognition
on, other features would become unavailable. And
you have to turn [the recognition function] off to use
the mobile phone normally, which is troublesome...”

4.1.4 Seeking Help. All participants reported that they would turn
to people with better vision for help when having trouble local-
izing or recognizing packages alone. "Not all of them are sighted
people, they could be someone who has better vision than me, such as
some of my low vision friends," said P13 . Participants (80%, N=16)

tended to choose those whom they are familiar with, such as family
members, colleagues, neighbors, friends, etc, because they believed
that these people could better understand their situations. "Because
my colleagues know me better, and for people who don’t know me,
they may not understand that I am visually impaired and have more
questions to ask about me, which will cost extra time," explained P6 .

However, there aremultiple challengeswhen seeking help. Helpers
like colleagues and family members might not be available all the
time. "My colleagues are actually very busy and have their own jobs,
and I don’t want to trouble them," said P3 . When fetching packages
alone, some participants reported that they might not be able to find
other people present to ask for help (35%, N=7). "I really couldn’t do
anything to find the package on my own, so I had to wait for almost
half an hour until someone came over to ask him to find it for me. This
can only depend on luck," said P5 . A few participants mentioned
they would seek online help (e.g., having video calls with family or
friends via WeChat, using a real-time helper APP to connect with
sighted helpers) (20%, N=4). "I asked my family to help me look for
packages through the WeChat video call. I aimed the camera to this
label and ask them to read the details for me," said P7 , who also
mentioned the online help approach required a good video or photo
quality for the sighted helper to identify the information.

P7 : “...I video called my wife first, but she said that the
video was not clear, and she couldn’t confirm which
wasmine after going through several packages Finally,
I asked a passerby to help me check it out...”

P7 also mentioned that he did not identify the packages right
after the sighted passerby helped him; instead, he waited to do so
in private. "I took the package to a place with no one around and
recognize it. I was embarrassed to confirm it in front of the helper.
One reason is that since I just asked him to help, and then if I still
confirm it again, it will make the helper feel that he is not helpful or I
don’t trust him," said P7 .

4.2 Usage of KuaiDiGui
KuaiDiGUis, a form of self-service package pickup machines, have
been mushrooming in recent years in China. Many packages are no
longer delivered to the door as delivery workers send packages to
KuaiDiGuis by default. To pickup packages from KuaiDiGuis, there
are six main steps: pickup preparation, arriving at a KuaiDiGui,
operating the KuaiDiGui’s touch screen, finding the opened com-
partment door, taking out the package, and then closing the door.
In the interview study, participants reported challenges they en-
countered and their solutions when using KuaiDiGuis.

4.2.1 Pickup preparation. Participants mentioned that they would
bring mobile phones and white canes with them when picking up
packages from KuaiDiGuis. Mobile phones are necessary since BLV
people need to get the pickup code or use the camera to scan a QR
code. A few participants mentioned that they would schedule extra
time for KuaiDiGui pickup because it takes longer timer to operate
the machine (10%, N=2). "You may need to reserve more time for
KuaiDiGuis, because you have to find the location first and explore
how to use it. Some errors with the system might occur, like the door
did not open or no feedback when scanning the QR code," said P5 .
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Figure 5: Four KuaiDiGuis from two different companies in
the same area.

4.2.2 Distinguish different KuaiDiGuis. As seen in Figure 5, after
the BLV people arrive at a KuaiDiGui site, they need to identify
the right one because there could be multiple KuaiDiGuis with
different numbers and different brands in the same area. Some
participants said that they would choose to try KuaiDiGuis one by
one by entering pickup code to see if any compartment’s door would
open (35%, N=7). This method is limited to participants who have
residual vision and can independently operate KuaiDiGuis (N=8).
For totally blind participants (N=8), they reported that they needed
other people’s help to distinguish different KuaiDiGuis. "I have to
ask passerby for help. I have no way to distinguish [KuaiDiGuis] by
myself," said P11 who is totally blind.

4.2.3 Identify elements on the touch screen. Identifying elements
like buttons, keyboards, text hints etc. on touch screens is an es-
sential part of manipulating the KuaiDiGui system. However, most
participants reported that due to the lack of screen reader feature
and voice feedback in the KuaiDiGui system, they had little experi-
ence on operating KuaiDiGui or failed to operate it independently
(75%, N=15). "There is no voice prompt for KuaiDiGui. I cannot oper-
ate it at all," said P12 . On the other hand, all participants who had
experiences using KuaiDiGuis alone had residual vision, and could
recognize images and texts by getting closer to the interface or by
enlarging it via camera zoom (40%, N=8). The description of how
to use KuaiDiGuis’ touchscreens independently in this study were
all from the participants with residual vision.

As seen in the third image of Figure 2, there are two main ways
to accomplish pickup process for KuaiDiGui. One is to scan a QR
code, the other is to enter a 6 or 8-digits code on the touch screen
keyboard. Both methods required BLV people to go through the
task flow on the touch screen by clicking the right buttons (e.g.,
“Take Express" button, “Pickup by pickup code” button, numeric
key buttons). Identifying the position and function of the elements
is inevitable. Low vision participants and participants with residual
vision reported either getting as close as possible to the screen or
taking a picture to zoom in on, then going through the patterns and
text little by little 40%, N=8). "If the words on the screen of KuaiDiGui
are relatively large, I can see them by getting closer. If I can’t, I will
take a picture and zoom in," said P10 .

Most participants mentioned knowing little written Chinese
characters (75%, N=15). "I mainly learn Braille and don’t know much
about Chinese characters. For KuaiDiGui, I can see there’re some
patterns on the screen, such as the pattern of a box for "pick up"
function," said P5 . Some participants used colors to tell different
buttons 30%, N=6). "Although the characters are small, I can see
that this area is yellow, and that area is green. I will remember the
functions corresponding to each color area," said P9 . However, even
with these approaches, the process was still full of challenges. P4
reported that he could only operate the system via the memory of
the buttons locations and complete the process by repeated trial
and error. P16 reported that he tried to click on the screen, but
the outdoor light was very strong, and he failed to see anything
because of the reflection on the glass.

4.2.4 Error avoidance and correction when entering pickup code.
Participants also pointed out the lack of voice feedback to provide
information about if they made an error and how to fix it (80%,
N=16). "If the input is wrong, and the KuaiDiGui also does not broad-
cast it, I would not know that," said P5 . When entering the pickup
code, a few participants reported that even if they realized they
entered a wrong code, they would not try to find the Delete button,
which was challenging, but instead continue to enter random dig-
its until the system announced the code was wrong and reset the
process for them to start over (20%, N=4).

P9 : “...To delete the input, I have to find the delete
button location, which may be more troublesome. I
will enter all numbers in one time even if I know I
click on the wrong one, because the system will let
me re-enter pickup code again if the first round input
is wrong. In this way, I don’t need to find the delete
button on purpose...”

Figure 6: Touch screen and physical keyboard on
KuaiDiGuis.

As seen in Figure 6, some KuaiDiGuis were equipped with both
a touch screen and a physical keyboard. A few participants also
reported that they would like to use physical keyboards to enter
pickup code on KuaiDiGuis(15%, N=3). "There will be a bump on the
number 5 button in the middle of the physical keyboard, so that we
can know what key it is when touching it. Then I can enter a pick up
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code on the physical keyboards by memory of the key distribution,"
said P10 . However, many participants said that they did not realize
that there was a physical keyboard because the smooth large touch
screen was the most conspicuous element on the machine(50%,
N=10).

4.2.5 Complex KuaiDiGui system. Low vision participants (N=2)
preferred a KuaiDiGui system with a short task flow and concise
interfaces. "The steps on the touch screen should be as few as pos-
sible. Take the Fengchao KuaiDiuGui as an example. You first need
to find the ‘pickup’ button and click it, and then scan the QR code. I
think it’s a bit complicated, which is difficult for totally blind users,"
said P9 . KuaiDiGui systems from different companies have differ-
ent interfaces, which caused more troubles to a few participants
(15%, N=3). "I’m not sure about the element changes on the touch
screen. The position of the keyboard is not fixed. Sometimes it ap-
pears at the bottom of the screen, and sometimes it appears in the
center. Also, the content of the keyboard is also not fixed, sometimes
it has 26 English letters, but sometimes it has 9-digit number," said
P3 . For the pickup code consisting of both numbers and letters,
P4 said she would not fetch the package by herself, because she
felt the keyboard was too complicated for her to operate. Partici-
pants also mentioned the unexpected pop-up advertisement on the
KuaiDiGuis’ touchscreens(20%, N=4).

P10 : “...The Fengchao KuaiDiGui will suddenly pop
up an advertisement. I don’t know where to turn it off
because the cross or skip buttons are too small to find.
I might be stunned there for a while and don’t know
what to do, and have to wait until someone comes
and ask them for help...”

P14 mentioned that he would wait for a while until the advertise-
ment disappeared.

Figure 7: The opened door of the compartment

4.2.6 Identify the opened compartment on KuaiDiGui. After the
touch screen, the next step was to find the opened compartment
seen in Figure 7. A crisp sound is heard when the door opens, and

participants reported that they could tell the general direction of
the sound, but still need some guidance to get to the exact opened
door as there were many compartments in any given direction (60%,
N=12). "I will first listen to the sound to determine the direction, I will
hold on the surface of KuaiDiGui, and then touch the opened door
with my hand," said P15 .

Finding the opened compartment with sound does not work all
the time. P5 reported that if the sound was quiet or if the door
only opened a little, it was difficult to determine the location. Some
participants mentioned that in the process of feeling around, they
would be very cautious and avoid fumbling and kicking because
they were worried about accidentally closing the door (35%, N=7).
"I won’t kick around to find the door, because it will be troublesome if
I accidentally kick the door and close it," said P5 .

Participants also mentioned the dangers of an opened compart-
ment door (30%, N=6). One issue was that BLV people might collide
with the door. P4 and P5 both reported that they had collided with
the door opening beside their heads during the exploration process.
The materials of KuaiDiGuis also raised another safety issue. "There
would be rust on KuaiDiGuis if they were outside for a long time.
When touching it, I worry that if there is something sharp is rusty, it
might cause tetanus if it cuts my hand," said P15 .

4.2.7 Seeking help around KuaiDiGuis. Due to the challenges of
using KuaiDiGuis, many participants reported that they would turn
to sighted people (e.g., neighbors, passers-by, or other strangers)
for help when dealing the KuaiDiGui alone (85%, N=17). However,
the assistance from sighted people often relies on timing. Many
participants mentioned that if the timing was not right and no one
else was around, it would take a while to get help (70%, N=14).

P3 : “...I will try to [catch] people, and ask them to
help pick up for me. I usually wait there around dinner
time and there would be lots of people. If it is two or
three o’clock in the afternoon, there may be no people
to [catch] ...”

In terms of helper selection, some participants preferred those
who were younger, had certain education, and were familiar with
the use of electronic products (25%, N=5). "I usually choose the
younger ones because they were easier to communicate. On the other
hand, people in their 50s and 60s may not be familiar with the opera-
tion of KuaiDiGuis," said P20 .

When asking helpers to accomplish the full picking up process,
it is necessary for the BLV people to provide the pickup code. Par-
ticipants reported two common methods. One was to verbalize the
pickup code to the helper which required BLV people to remember
the pickup code in advance or listen the code via the phone on
site. Another way was to directly show their mobile phone with
the pickup code page to the helpers. Some participants said they
might hand over their mobile phone to the helpers. "I will display
the pickup code on the phone, and turn off the screen reader mode,
then give it to the helper. In this way, it is easier for him to operate
my phone," said P2 . Most of the participants stated that they had
no safety concerns when displaying their mobile phones but would
not let helpers control the phones (50%, N=10), "I don’t have any
worries, because I only display the pickup code page to him, and I
won’t let him operate the phone," said P3 .
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4.3 Attitudes toward unmanned technology
KuaiDiGuis are the most mature representation of an unmanned
delivery product. Other types of unmanned technologies, such
as delivery vehicles and drones, are emerging on the market. We
asked participants about their attitudes and expectations towards
such technologies. Their general impressions were that accessibility
issues in the package delivery process were often not considered
during the development of unmanned technology.

Though some participants believed that unmanned delivery ve-
hicles could improve the efficiency of delivery (30%, N=6), many
participants have concerns on whether they can operate them in-
dependently due to their previous inaccessible KuaiDiGui pickup
experience (65%, N=13)."Personally, I am looking forward to the ap-
plication of futuristic tech for delivery, but it should definitely include
accessible designs. Otherwise, the advances in technology would only
bring more obstacles to us, just like the KuaiDuiGuis said P2 . Some
participants worried about the difficulty in seeking help while inter-
acting with the unmanned delivery machines (35%, N=7). "If it is an
unmanned pickup machine, I can only wait for help passively when I
can handle some problems myself. But if there is someone on-site, I
can definitely communicate with them and seek help." said P8 .

Although participants have some accessibility concerns for un-
manned deliveries, this does not mean that the BLV community
completely rejects new technologies. Participants still expressed
strong expectations toward future unmanned delivery methods. "It
would be super cool to have drones or auto-driving cars to send my
packages directly to my door or window, which can save my time and
effort to go to the collective pickup sites," said P12 . Many participants
expressed their willingness to embrace unmanned express deliv-
ery technology under the premise of accessibility functions. P13
reported that if the KuaiDiGui can be used like a mobile phone via
screen readers, he would definitely use it as it solves the problem
of searching and recognizing a large number of packages.

4.4 Self-identity reflection and thinking
Some participants admitted that because of the visual disability,
they were unable to do something totally independently (30%, N=6).
"As a blind person, it would be difficult to be completely independent
without turning to someone for help," said P1 . On the other hand,
most participants said they did not want to trouble others too
much, and they would first try to do something by themselves
before asking for help (90%, N=18). This could help them develop
the feeling of independence, the sense of accomplishment, and
increase connection with the outside world.

P3 : “...Some visually impaired people are afraid to
leave their house and communicate with people out-
side, I think it is good to walk around to pick up the
packages in the community, which not only allows
BLV people to exercise their bodies, but also improve
the ability to live independently...”

P12 believed that the independence was most important for fetch-
ing packages. "My wife and I are both completely blind. Distant water
won’t quench present thirst, the help from others is not available all the
time, so we need to live independently," said P12. A few participants
also had concerns about seeking independence (20%, N=4). When
trying to use KuaiDiGuis or other pickup methods independently,

P5 and P10 (F, blind with residual vision) felt that she often took
far more time than sighted people, and she worried about whether
her prolonged operations would affect others’ pickup.

Most participants mentioned that they did not mind others know-
ing they were visually impaired when fetching packages (85%,
N=17); they would even explain their vision ability to others to
get help. However, for P13 , he reported his concerns about his BLV
identity.

P13 : “...I don’t like to use obvious assisting tools like
electronic vision aids, screen reader, and white cane
outside my home or the school when fetching the
packages, because I am worried the neighbors in the
community would look at me and my family differ-
ently. Also, if I turn to someone unknown for help, I
need to explain my visual impairment to him, which
is embarrassing...”

Other participants also mentioned that when communicating with
the courier companies, they tended to not indicate they are visually
impaired and did not want to be treated differently than sighted
customers (40%, N=8). They would only confess their visual impair-
ment if a delivery worker asked them to accomplish a vision related
action.

5 DISCUSSION
In the interview study, we found that major accessibility issues
occurred during the package localization and recognition process
while interacting with KuaiDiGuis. We discuss the issues during
these processes, how previous research could address them, and
provide areas for improvement for BLV people’s package fetching
process.

5.1 How to make the package localization and
recognition process more accessible?

Package localization and recognition are key steps for package
fetching. We discuss the main pain points during the process, how
assistive technology proposed in prior studies could help BLV users
with indoor navigation, and how object identification might be able
to address these pain points and remaining challenges.

5.1.1 Package localization. We found that to localize packages, par-
ticipants needed to rely on their limbs, residual vision, or white cane
to explore their environment. Prior studies on indoor navigation
assistive technologies for BLV people mostly focused on helping
them navigate in an indoor environment by showing additional in-
formation on a map [12] or projecting light indicators on stairs (e.g.,
[49]). However, our study shows that localizing packages requires
BLV people to perform a fine-grained exploration of a small area,
which can be particularly challenging if the target package is small,
crowded with similar sized packages, or when the area has safety
concerns. During such an exploration, contextual information about
the objects (e.g., the size, shape, location, and number of objects)
and the area (e.g., obstacles) can be instrumental to BLV people.
Utilizing a device with computer vision that provides auditory or
haptic feedback can be a method to localize packages and guide
BLV people to their package. However, it remains largely an open
challenge how to help BLV people safely and effectively locate a
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target package, in particular to discern a small package crowded in
similar sized packages.

5.1.2 Package recognition. To recognize packages, participants re-
lied on tactile feedback (e.g., hand touch) and residual vision to
locate the printed label and to recognize information on the label.
Participants had to aim their phone’s camera at the label to capture
such information and either zoom in to recognize the label with
their residual vision or use OCR to recognize the label. This proved
to be a challenging process for our participants, in particular when
the label wraps around two surfaces of the package. They often
aimed at the wrong places, partially captured the label, or took
blurry images. Consequently, participants reported needing to take
a few shots continuously. Prior research proposed methods to help
BLV people recognize objects by automatically extracting a high-
quality photo [2, 52]. While such object recognition approaches
might be helpful for BLV users to recognize a package or a printed
label area, it remains a challenge to help them aim the camera and
capture pictures that are sufficient for OCR to recognize texts on it.

To address the package recognition challenge, we might draw
inspiration from prior work. Ohnishi et al. proposed a system con-
sisting of a computer, a wireless camera/scanner, and an earphone
for blind people to get character information from the environment
[34]. They tested the system in a store scenario and extracted infor-
mation such as product name, price, and best-before/use-by dates
from the images labels on merchandise [34]. In terms of delivery
label recognition, there are also various type of information on the
label. This includes the sender and recipient name, address, and
contact number. However, another key challenge we discovered
was that the surfaces of a package often had other distracting texts,
such as advertisements. Thus, how to recognize and filter the irrele-
vant information during the recognition process so that only useful
information is delivered to BLV users remains an open challenge.

Not all our participants could recognize Chinese characters on
labels even if OCR and the screen reader could successfully recog-
nize them and speak back to them. One potential low-tech solution,
proposed by P13 was to print both Chinese characters and corre-
sponding Braille on the label. In addition, providing a tactile label
accessible to touch might be another viable future direction.

5.2 How to make KuaiDiGui more accessible
for BLV people?

We present potential design solutions to improve the accessibil-
ity of KuaiDiGui based on our findings and discuss them in the
light of the literature. These solutions include installing a screen
reader, supporting multi-sensory feedback, using smart phones for
interaction, designing simplified task flows and accessible UI for
the interfaces, and using facial recognition for identity verification
instead of entering pickup code on the screen. Last but not least,
we will also discuss about the limitations for each approach.

5.2.1 Install Screen Readers to KuaiDiGuis. Touchscreens are a ma-
jor way for people to interact with mobile devices and operating
KuaiDiGuis. Installing screen readers to all KuaiDiGuis might seem
a straightforward solution. However, the screen reader approach
also has its limitations. First, it would greatly increase the cost for
the KuaiDiGui company. Many participants are worried that the

KuaiDiGui company may not be willing to make changes only for
BLV customers. Second, after turning on screen reader mode, the
operation gestures would change accordingly, which sighted users
are generally unfamiliar with and might cause trouble to them if
they accidentally trigger it. To address this issue, P15 indicated that
the KuaiDiGuis can have a fixed button to control the screen reader
mode only for BLV people to know. The system could also auto-
matically turn off the screen reader after a period of no operations
with the system. Third, when screen reader mode is on, verbalizing
all information and actions might cause privacy and safety issues.
KuaiDiGuis are usually set in public areas and anyone nearby would
hear the information including the pickup code and the compart-
ment location. P13 concerned that using a screen reader in a public
setting distinguishes the BLV people from sighted ones, causing
those nearby to think of the BLV people differently. Nicolau et al.
introduced UbiBraille, a vibrotactile reading device, to help blind
people read textual information by generating Braille characters
[30], which could make the KuaiDigui usage process more private
and inconspicuous for the BLV population. Nevertheless, further
investigation is needed to address the limitations of using a screen
reader on KuaiDiGuis.

5.2.2 Support Multi-sensory Feedback to KuaiDiGuis. We learned
from the study that many participants believed having a physical
keyboard with 9-digits buttons on KuaiDiGuis could help BLV
people use the machine more easily.

We argue that a physical keyboard might not be a perfect so-
lution. Our study suggested that participants needed to perform
operations on the touch screen (e.g., clicking “pickup” button, choos-
ing “enter the pickup code to pickup”) before entering the code
via a physical keyboard. The traditional 9-digit numeric physical
keyboard can only support numeric input, while other operations
still need to be completed on the touch screen. Some participants
expressed their concerns about this approach. "It’s convenient to
have the physical keyboard, but I feel it’s going against the technology
trend. The population it covers is relatively small, which is not a solu-
tion for the future. This approach still separates BLV and the elderly
from common users by making a special design instead of including
the accessibility feature in the whole system," said P9 . One line of
research addresses these issues by adding tactile interfaces to the
touch screen to make it accessible [17, 45, 48]. Trindade et al. pro-
posed Hybrid-Brailler to support physical braille input on the back
of mobile devices as well as gesture interaction on the touchscreen.
This had a better performance with input speeds and accuracy [45].
Zhang et al. presented Interactiles using 3D-printed hardware in-
terfaces to visually impaired users to manipulate mobile apps [48].
Furthermore, Bidarra et al. designed an interactive kiosk prototype
with multiple accessible features (e.g. screen reader, text magnifier,
tactile mouse) and tested it with 13 low vision participants. Results
showed having multi-sensory features was a more appropriate and
efficient solution than simply having a screen magnifier [4]. How-
ever, such studies exploring tactile or multi-sensory feedback were
either focused on touchscreens or for a particular type of vision
impairments (e.g., low vision). It remains an open question whether
such multi-sensory feedback is appropriate for both blind and low
vision people to explore the KuaiDiGui system and how to design
such feedback.
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5.2.3 Use Smart Phones to Interact with KuaiDiGuis. With the rapid
development of 5G technology, KuaiDiGuis have the ability to con-
nect with mobile phones. If all operations currently needed to be
done on KuaiDiGui’s touchscreen could be transferred to a smart
phone, the BLV people can avoid using inaccessible touchscreens
that have no screen reader feature. Guo et al. presented multi-
ple applications to make inaccessible interfaces accessible without
adding screen readers to the original interfaces. Their approach
was to frame the original interface with mobile cameras, and use a
crowd system to label it and describe interface elements beneath
users’ fingers [14–16, 18]. With this approach, BLV people can use
their mobile phone’s screen reader to read out the elements on
KuaiDiGui’s touchscreen instead of installing screen readers for
all KuaiDiGuis. The advantage of this approach is that the acces-
sibility of smart phones is well developed and smart phones are
used by BLV people every day, giving a lower learning cost and
less expensive software and hardware to develop.

5.2.4 Design Simplified Task Flows and Accessible UI for Interfaces.
A shorter process in operating KuaiDiGuis creates a friendlier and
easier user experience for BLV users who can interact with the
touch screen. Participants with residual vision reported that they
would look extremely close to the KuaiDiGui’s touch screen to
identify different elements. Important buttons should be enlarged
on the interface and the color contrast with the background should
be strengthened. For keyboard input efficiency, Rodrigues et al.
explored how the sizes of the keys influence blind people’s text
entry performance. Results showed that target sizes greater than
10 mm do not improve the input efficiency, and keys less than 2.5
mm come with additional challenges [40]. This research is limited
in that Rodrigues et al. conducted tests on a Samsung Galaxy Tab
2 with different size of letter keys. In KuaiDiGui scenarios, users
need to enter a numeric pickup code.

Some participants reported that they did not know how to iden-
tify written Chinese characters, making text elements play a lim-
ited role in the KuaiDiGui pickup process. Different buttons on the
touch screen should be distinguished by specific colors or icons to
help BLV users remember functions. Finally, the brightness of the
KuaiDiGui’s touch screen should be high enough to avoid being
unclear under strong sunlight which could cause situational visual
impairment for users [44].

5.2.5 Use Facial Recognition Instead Of Entering Pickup Code. Fa-
cial recognition is a popular technology in the field of Machine
Learning and Computer Vision. Previous studies on facial recogni-
tion technology within the BLV population mainly focused on how
this technology could help BLV people recognize others [22, 24].
Facial recognition can be performed through the camera on the
KuaiDiGui’s machine to confirm the identity of the BLV recipient.
The advantage of this approach is that BLV people no longer need
to interact with the touch screen, they do not need to enter pickup
codes, they can avoid encountering unexpected situations such as
pop-up advertisements, and they can avoid interaction with the
complex KuaiDiGui task flow. However, facial recognition technol-
ogy has its limitations. First, facial recognition requires users to face
the camera in the right direction. BLV people may have difficulty
knowing whether the facial image captured by the camera meets

recognition conditions and they will not know when the recogni-
tion process is completed. Courier companies will need to collect
its user’s facial information first in order to deploy this approach.
This can be a privacy and security concern for users who do not
want to share this information with the courier company.

5.3 How does the degree of vision impairment
affect the package fetching process?

We found that the degree of visual impairment has a significant im-
pact on package fetching. Participants who are blind with residual
vision or low vision can rely on their sight to complete some tasks
more easily than totally blind participants. For example, low vision
participants can see whether there is a package on the ground,
while totally blind participants might need to use their limbs and
white canes to touch the area to feel for packages. Participants
who had experience with using KuaiDiGuis all have residual vision.
This is because they can utilize the interface by getting extremely
close to them and read the interface little by little. Totally blind
participants all failed to use KuaiDiGuis independently because of
the lack of screen reader feature.

Residual vision should be seriously factored when developing
approaches to improve the accessibility of package fetching. Take
the package localization approach as an example. Zhao et al. pro-
posed an AR visualization technique that projects colored labels
on stairs through a head-mounted AR to help visually impaired
people navigate the stairs in their environment. This image pro-
cessing technology can help to enhance the outline of packages
during package localization. In this way, those with low vision can
easily find packages in the environment, especially packages of a
smaller size [49]. Approaches that affect the interface of KuaiDiGuis
(e.g. having larger icons on the interfaces, enhancing the color con-
trast of UI elements and background, and having magnifier feature)
would also only work well if users have a certain level of residual
vision. However, the AR approach cannot be applied to the totally
blind population as it requires the users to have residual vision.
Other modalities should be investigated for totally blind users. For
example, an audio approach that voices directional navigation and
feedback might benefit all types of vision impairment.

5.4 What are the impacts of automation and
unmanned technology?

In addition to the large-scale use of KuaiDiGuis in China, other
unmanned delivery technologies (e.g. drone delivery, auto-driving
car delivery) also started to merge in people’s daily lives. With the
advancement of machine learning and sensor technology, drones
and unmanned vehicles began to appear in the package delivery
process. Jingdong Logistics utilizes unmanned delivery vehicles
and has obtained the official delivery vehicle license in Beijing in
early 2021 [29]. As shown in Figure 8, to deliver a package with an
unmanned vehicle, the delivery worker must first put the packages
into the delivery vehicle’s compartments and then the vehicle will
automatically drive to the receiving address [27]. Users can interact
with the unmanned vehicle via touchscreens and then take out
their packages from the compartments in the vehicle [27]. The un-
manned delivery vehicle is close to a self-driving KuaiDiGui. There
are many compartments for storing packages, and there are also
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Figure 8: Jingdong unmanned auto-driving delivery car

touch screens for people to touch and interact with the delivery ve-
hicle. With this approach, the BLV people no longer need to travel
long distances with an unfamiliar route to reach pickup sites. How-
ever, finding the parking location of the unmanned delivery vehicle
could pose a potential challenge. Even with new technologies for
express delivery, if the end user still needs to interact with a ma-
chine in the KuaiDiGui form, the BLV community will continue to
encounter the same KuaiDiGui related problems when interacting
with unmanned vehicle delivery service. Therefore, engineers and
designers of unmanned delivery products should take the needs of
BLV people, like the ones uncovered in this study, into their design
consideration.

6 LIMITATION AND FUTUREWORK
To our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on BLV people’s
practices and challenges of package fetching experiences in light of
the rapid change in package delivery service in recent years. Our
study uncovers the needs and challenges that BLV users encounter
during the package fetching process and thus provides a rich set of
technical and social problems for HCI and accessibility researchers
to address. However, it is worth noting that our BLV participants
lived in a metropolitan area of a developed city in China. Although
we firmly believe that many practices and challenges uncovered in
this study are applicable to BLV communities in other parts of the
country and other countries, cultural and infrastructural differences
in different regions might shape their BLV people’s practices and
challenges. Thus, it is worth conducting similar studies in other
countries and regions to uncover the similarities and differences
across different BLV communities.

Second, we only interviewed BLV people to gain their perspec-
tives of package fetching experiences. However, there are multi-
ple stakeholders if we aim to improve the user experience of the
package fetching process. Future research should include other
stakeholders, such as sighted people, delivery workers, and CEP
companies, to better understand different perspectives to build an
inclusive and accessible delivery service for all. We only briefly
touched on participants’ impressions on unmanned delivery tech-
nology (e.g., auto-driving vehicle delivery, drone delivery) that was
recently emerging in the industry. Future work could further in-
vestigate BLV people’s experience with such unmanned delivery
technology and uncover directions for improvement.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a semi-structured interview study with 20 BLV
people living in China to investigate their practices and challenges
of the package fetching process and their attitudes towards novel
delivery technologies. Our findings show that BLV participants
tended to use their limbs or white canes to explore the environment
and localize the target package from many similar packages of the
residents in the area. When recognizing packages, BLV participants
often identified the package label via touch or residual vision, and
then use their smartphone to take photos to either zoom in to read
or to use an OCR application to read out the recipient information.
However, participants commonly needed to try many times until
they captured a reasonably good photo to use. As a result, they
tended to be reluctant to perform recognition by themselves. More-
over, our study also uncovered their practices and challenges with
KuaiDiGuis, the self-service package pickup machine. we found
that KuaiDiGuis lacked support for common accessibility features,
such as screen readers, voice prompts, and physical keypads. Conse-
quently, participants often failed to use KuaiDiGuis independently
and needed to seek help from sighted people. Our findings also re-
vealed how they sought help and managed their visual impairment
identity. Based on these findings, we further discussed the potential
design and research opportunities to improve the accessibility of
the package fetching process. As a first work to investigate BLV
people’s practices and challenges of package fetching experiences,
our work sheds light on what works and what does not work for
BLV users and highlights many technical and social challenges for
HCI and accessibility researchers to address.
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